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Specialized search engines

Wolfram Alpha
Wolfram Alpha uses a knowledge base of curated, structured data to
provide direct answers to fact-based questions. Rather than returning a
list of documents that might contain your answer, as traditional search
engines do, Wolfram Alpha gives you some of the tools of a data
scientist and makes it easy to work with data.
Wolfram Alpha works best for scholars who need to quickly find
contextual data. Topics covered include mathematics, statistics,
physics, chemistry, engineering, astronomy, earth sciences, life
sciences, units & measures, dates & times, weather, places &
geography, people & history, culture & media, music, words &
linguistics, sports & games, colors, shopping, health & medicine, and
more.
Some highlights:

Developer: Wolfram Alpha, LLC
Runs on: Android, iOS (universal)
Price: Free, Premium version $2.99
Developer’s website:
products.wolframalpha.com/
iphone

• Uses natural language input. For example, you can enter
phrases like "What is the population of Los Angeles, CA?"
• Built on Wolfram's earlier product, Mathematica, so you can
input mathematical equations and get answers.
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• Includes hundreds of datasets, such as "all current and
historical weather."
• Searches data from external sources, such as the FAA for
flight paths.
• Integrates with Apple's Siri (and Iris for Android) to query
when you ask a question.
• Includes: currency converter, stock analysis, almanac, and
high-end graphing calculator.
Example: A musician can look up "C major 7th chord," and it shows the
names of the notes, chord root, music notation, keyboard display,
guitar chord voicings, intervals, and much more. Tap the "play" button
next to the chord and hear what it sounds like.

Tap the play button
next to a chord to
hear it.

More examples of search terms:
"characters in a Midsummer Night's Dream"
"oscar for best actress 1958"
"Harriet Tubman"
compare things: "salary mathematician, physicist, chemist"
The pro version launched in early 2012: For $4.95 per month ($2.95 for
students), you can input your own data for analysis. It takes up to 60
diﬀerent data formats, such as raw tabular data, images, XML, audio,
and dozens of specialized formats.
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Examples
John Erickson, assistant professor of mathematics and computer
sciences at Chicago State University, uses Wolfram Alpha in his math
courses to illustrate real-world applications. He describes it in this
YouTube video, “Teaching College Math With Wolfram Alpha”:
I’ve been able to have my students download data and perform
regressions and actually do various types of data-fitting, all inside
Wolfram Alpha. And I was really pleasantly surprised that this was even
possible.
For many useful search tips, see Become a Wolfram Alpha Expert with
These Useful Search Techniques.

Biographical
information.

If you’re a writer or an academic, I’m sure there are lots of times when
you find yourself sitting there, stuck in your work simply because you
don’t know some small, specific piece of information. Well, the Wolf can
fetch that small fact in an instant. Things like the death rate in
California, the birth rate in Canada, or the unemployment rate in
Houston, Texas.
Another useful resource is this slide deck by Josh Murdock, a.k.a
“Professor Josh,” at Valencia College: Howl at Engagement with
Wolfram Alpha.
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Many other apps use Wolfram Alpha to power their data. For more
examples, see Course Assistant apps for Algebra, Calculus, or Music
Theory.

Math calculations.
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